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Elementary Linear Algebra
Originally published in 2008, reissued as part of Pearson's modern classic series.
Elementary Linear Algebra
Market_Desc: · Engineers· Mathematicians· Math students Special Features: · Clear, accessible, step-by-step explanations make
the material crystal clear. The authors spotlight the relationships between concepts to give a unified and complete picture.·
Establishes the intricate thread of relationships between systems of equations, matrices, determinants, vectors, linear
transformations and eigen values. About The Book: This classic treatment of linear algebra presents the fundamentals in the
clearest possible way, examining basic ideas by means of computational examples and geometrical interpretation. It proceeds
from familiar concepts to the unfamiliar, from the concrete to the abstract. Readers consistently praise this outstanding text for its
expository style and clarity of presentation.
This book presents the basic ideas of linear algebra in a manner that users will find understandable. It offers a fine balance
between abstraction/theory and computational skills, and gives readers an excellent opportunity to learn how to handle abstract
concepts.Included in this comprehensive and easy-to-follow manual are these topics: linear equations and matrices; solving linear
systems; real vector spaces; inner product spaces; linear transformations and matrices; determinants; eigenvalues and
eigenvectors; differential equations; and MATLAB for linear algebra.Because this book gives real applications for linear algebraic
basic ideas and computational techniques, it is useful as a reference work for mathematicians and those in field of computer
science.
This book presents the basic ideas of linear algebra in a manner that users will find understandable. It offers a fine balance
between abstraction/theory and computational skills, and gives readers an excellent opportunity to learn how to handle abstract
concepts. Included in this comprehensive and easy-to-follow manual are these topics: linear equations and matrices; solving linear
systems; real vector spaces; inner product spaces; linear transformations and matrices; determinants; eigenvalues and
eigenvectors; differential equations; and MATLAB for linear algebra. Because this book gives real applications for linear algebraic
basic ideas and computational techniques, it is useful as a reference work for mathematicians and those in field of computer
science.
Elementary Linear Algebra is a well-organized, clearly-written text that introduced readers to matrices, groups, rings, fields,
systems of linear equations, computation of non-singular matrices and determinant value of a matrix, vector spaces, row reduction
methods of linear dependence and independence, linear transformations, Eigen values, Eigen vectors, Kayley Hamilton Theorem
of Eigen values, inner product spaces. In addition, the book presents the subject in a simple manner for easy understanding. A
large number of illustrated examples are given to clarify the theoretical concepts with unsolved problems for practice to enhance
the presentation of the material.
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This outstanding text starts off using vectors and the geometric approach, featuring a computational emphasis. The authors provide students
with easy-to-read explanations, examples, proofs, and procedures. Elementary Linear Algebra can be used in both a matrix-oriented course,
or a more traditionally structured course.
Elementary Linear Algebra is written for the first undergraduate course. The book focuses on the importance of linear algebra in many
disciplines such as engineering, economics, statistics, and computer science. The text reinforces critical ideas and lessons of traditional
topics. More importantly, the book is written in a manner that deeply ingrains computational methods.
HM Testing is a computerized testing platform that provides instructors with algorithmic test items, improved functionality and ease of use,
and gradebook functions. HM Testing offers all the tools needed to create, author/edit, customize, and deliver multiple types of tests.
The cornerstone of ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA is the authors’ clear, careful, and concise presentation of material—written so that
students can fully understand how mathematics works. This program balances theory with examples, applications, and geometric intuition for
a complete, step-by-step learning system. The Sixth Edition incorporates up-to-date coverage of Computer Algebra Systems
(Maple/MATLAB/Mathematica); additional support is provided in a corresponding technology guide. Data and applications also reflect current
statistics and examples to engage students and demonstrate the link between theory and practice. This Enhanced Edition includes instant
access to WebAssign, the most widely-used and reliable homework system. WebAssign presents over 500 problems, as well as links to
relevant textbook sections, that help students grasp the concepts needed to succeed in this course. As an added bonus, the Start Smart
Guide has been bound into this text. This guide contains instructions to help students learn the basics of WebAssign quickly. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Anton's Elementary Linear Algebra continues to provide a strong recourse for readers due to his sound mathematics and clear exposition.
This classic treatment of linear algebra presents the fundamentals in the clearest possible way, examining basic ideas by means of
computational examples and geometrical interpretation. It proceeds from familiar concepts to the unfamiliar, from the concrete to the abstract.
Readers consistently praise this outstanding text for its expository style and clarity of presentation.
Elementary Linear Algebra develops and explains in careful detail the computational techniques and fundamental theoretical results central to
a first course in linear algebra. This highly acclaimed text focuses on developing the abstract thinking essential for further mathematical study
The authors give early, intensive attention to the skills necessary to make students comfortable with mathematical proofs. The text builds a
gradual and smooth transition from computational results to general theory of abstract vector spaces. It also provides flexbile coverage of
practical applications, exploring a comprehensive range of topics. Ancillary list: * Maple Algorithmic testing- Maple TA- www.maplesoft.com
Includes a wide variety of applications, technology tips and exercises, organized in chart format for easy reference More than 310 numbered
examples in the text at least one for each new concept or application Exercise sets ordered by increasing difficulty, many with multiple parts
for a total of more than 2135 questions Provides an early introduction to eigenvalues/eigenvectors A Student solutions manual, containing
fully worked out solutions and instructors manual available
Reflecting the changing needs of a generation of students, this revised textbook aims to make it easier for instructors to cover the basic
fundamentals of all major topics in linear algebra.
A first course in linear algebra for mathematics, engineering and computer science students. Praised over many editions for its expository
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style and clarity of presentation, the revision of this best-selling text combines linear algebra theory with applications, and addresses a new
generation of students' changing needs. . This text can be used in a first or second year 1- or 2- semester course. Calculus is not a
prerequisite, but there are exercises, examples, and applications for students with calculus backgrounds; they are clearly marked and can be
omitted with no loss of continuity.
New edition of a standard college textbook.
Elementary Linear Algebra: Applications Version, 12th Edition gives an elementary treatment of linear algebra that is suitable for a first course
for undergraduate students. The aim is to present the fundamentals of linear algebra in the clearest possible way; pedagogy is the main
consideration. Calculus is not a prerequisite, but there are clearly labeled exercises and examples (which can be omitted without loss of
continuity) for students who have studied calculus.
This is an introduction to linear algebra. The main part of the book features row operations and everything is done in terms of the row reduced
echelon form and specific algorithms. At the end, the more abstract notions of vector spaces and linear transformations on vector spaces are
presented. However, this is intended to be a first course in linear algebra for students who are sophomores or juniors who have had a course
in one variable calculus and a reasonable background in college algebra. I have given complete proofs of all the fundamental ideas, but some
topics such as Markov matrices are not complete in this book but receive a plausible introduction. The book contains a complete treatment of
determinants and a simple proof of the Cayley Hamilton theorem although these are optional topics. The Jordan form is presented as an
appendix. I see this theorem as the beginning of more advanced topics in linear algebra and not really part of a beginning linear algebra
course. There are extensions of many of the topics of this book in my on line book. I have also not emphasized that linear algebra can be
carried out with any field although there is an optional section on this topic, most of the book being devoted to either the real numbers or the
complex numbers. It seems to me this is a reasonable specialization for a first course in linear algebra.

When it comes to learning linear algebra, engineers trust Anton. The tenth edition presents the key concepts and topics along with
engaging and contemporary applications. The chapters have been reorganized to bring up some of the more abstract topics and
make the material more accessible. More theoretical exercises at all levels of difficulty are integrated throughout the pages,
including true/false questions that address conceptual ideas. New marginal notes provide a fuller explanation when new methods
and complex logical steps are included in proofs. Small-scale applications also show how concepts are applied to help engineers
develop their mathematical reasoning.
Elementary Linear Algebra: Applications Version, 11th Edition gives an elementary treatment of linear algebra that is suitable for a
first course for undergraduate students. The aim is to present the fundamentals of linear algebra in the clearest possible way;
pedagogy is the main consideration. Calculus is not a prerequisite, but there are clearly labeled exercises and examples (which
can be omitted without loss of continuity) for students who have studied calculus.
ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA’s clear, careful, and concise presentation of material helps you fully understand how
mathematics works. The author balances theory with examples, applications, and geometric intuition for a complete, step-by-step
learning system. To engage you in the material, a new design highlights the relevance of the mathematics and makes the book
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easier to read. Data and applications reflect current statistics and examples, demonstrating the link between theory and practice.
The companion website LarsonLinearAlgebra.com offers free access to multiple study tools and resources. CalcChat.com offers
free step-by-step solutions to the odd-numbered exercises in the text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Elementary Linear AlgebraJohn Wiley & Sons
An introduction to elementary linear algebra – designed especially for those interested in computer science, business and
economics, the natural and social sciences, engineering, or mathematics.
For introductory sophomore-level courses in Linear Algebra or Matrix Theory. This text presents the basic ideas of linear algebra in
a manner that offers students a fine balance between abstraction/theory and computational skills. The emphasis is on not just
teaching how to read a proof but also on how to write a proof.
Ideal as a reference or quick review of the fundamentals of linear algebra, this book offers a matrix-oriented approach--with more emphasis
on Euclidean n-space, problem solving, and applications, and less emphasis on abstract vector spaces. It features a variety of applications,
boxed statements of important results, and a large number of numbered and unnumbered examples. Matrices, Vectors, and Systems of
Linear Equations. Matrices and Linear Transformations. Determinants. Subspaces and Their Properties. Eigenvalues, Eigenvectors, and
Diagonalization. Orthogonality. Vector Spaces. Complex Numbers. A professional reference for computer scientists, statisticians, and some
engineers.
Elementary Linear Algebra reviews the elementary foundations of linear algebra in a student-oriented, highly readable way. The many
examples and large number and variety of exercises in each section help the student learn and understand the material. The instructor is also
given flexibility by allowing the presentation of a traditional introductory linear algebra course with varying emphasis on applications or
numerical considerations. In addition, the instructor can tailor coverage of several topics. Comprised of six chapters, this book first discusses
Gaussian elimination and the algebra of matrices. Applications are interspersed throughout, and the problem of solving AX = B, where A is
square and invertible, is tackled. The reader is then introduced to vector spaces and subspaces, linear independences, and dimension, along
with rank, determinants, and the concept of inner product spaces. The final chapter deals with various topics that highlight the interaction
between linear algebra and all the other branches of mathematics, including function theory, analysis, and the singular value decomposition
and generalized inverses. This monograph will be a useful resource for practitioners, instructors, and students taking elementary linear
algebra.
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